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Digitalisation can revolutionise healthcare delivery and provide new business opportunities for innovative start-ups. Start-up businesses in the healthcare service sector are a promising source of new employment and innovations. The start-up stage is the most critical period for the survival of a business, as decisions made during the early stages have a definitive influence on success. This study seeks to clarify the early development of eHealth service start-ups. To summarise the research problem, the authors ask the following question: What are the critical incidents related to the early development of eHealth service start-ups? The units of analysis in this study are 14 Nordic eHealth service start-ups located in Sweden and Finland. The Critical Incident Technique (CIT) and semi-structured interviews were applied for data collection. The results are of interest to the public sector, which plays an essential role in healthcare as a service producer, but also as a creator of the business conditions of and opportunities for small businesses.
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Introduction

Due to obesity, aging populations and the increasing prevalence of chronic diseases, European healthcare systems are facing an increased social and healthcare demand (Pinto and Baracsi 2012; Van Limburg et al. 2011). This growing demand has led to a dramatic
increase in health spending in many nations, as this sector constitutes a significant percentage of the gross domestic product (GDP) (Pinto and Baracsi 2012). In 2013, health spending accounted for approximately 9% of the GDP in OECD countries (OECD 2015). In addition, healthcare systems have faced considerable challenges in the implementation and dissemination of new initiatives, despite the general perception that healthcare organisations are among the most knowledge-rich and research-based organisations (Barnett et al. 2011; Berwick 2003).

Increased healthcare service demands and economic challenges facing an already overworked healthcare system have led to the urgent need for effective, scalable, sustainable and innovative healthcare services (Rocha et al. 2013; Barnett et al. 2011; Pinto and Baracsi 2012). Technology development and digitalisation are seen as key responses to the increased requirements of cost effectiveness and quality improvements in healthcare systems and services (European Commission 2012; Agarwal et al. 2010); digitalisation can even revolutionise healthcare delivery (Parente 2000). In the USA, the digital health scene is already becoming highly dynamic, with numerous incubators and investors beginning to specialise in healthcare. The question is how high-growth companies in Europe can scale up quickly and globally to have the impact needed to tackle challenges in the healthcare industry (Pinto and Baracsi 2012). From the business perspective, digitalisation means opportunities for getting involved in areas as diverse as personalised medicine and advanced analytics, as well as mobile technologies and applications (European Commission 2012).

Although the market potential of eHealth services is strong, businesses are not currently realising the full benefits of digital services (European Commission 2015). There is an urgent need for innovations in healthcare practice and delivery in large healthcare markets (Chowdhury 2012). The concept of eHealth has been increasingly gaining the attention of researchers from different disciplines, including the medical, public health, technological and innovation management fields (Chen, Wen, and Yan 2014). According to the European Commission (2012), eHealth provides patients with more health-related information, facilitates increased involvement in health, improves access to health advice and treatment and allows people to monitor their health and well-being online through such devices as smartphones.

Due to innovations and competitive pressure produced by start-ups, increasing evidence suggests they are major factors in eco-
Economic development (Samuelsson and Davidsson 2009). Innovation is identified as a promising strategy for new start-ups. Because they can be more flexible and agile than established small and medium-sized enterprises, they are pioneer innovations and able to operate under conditions of limited competition for a prolonged period (Rosenbusch, Brinckmann, and Bausch 2011). Moreover, start-ups can be potential sources of new jobs and significant promoters of new service innovations in the healthcare service sector. Nanda and Rhodes-Kropf (2013) state that radical innovations require an orientation towards experimentation and a willingness to fail. According to Lumpkin and Dess (1996), autonomy, innovativeness, risk taking, proactiveness and competitive aggressiveness are factors that may all be present when a company enters the market. Nooteboom (1994) states that small firms have better behavioural qualities than larger firms to translate technology into a variety of new technology-product-market combinations.

Small companies or new entrants may be willing to accept greater risks than may be large firms. It is well known that death rates in early age are much higher than those in later age (Freeman, Carroll, and Hannan 1983). This hypothesis is called ‘liability of newness,’ as coined by Stinchcombe (1965), and it assumes higher risks of failure for young organisations compared to old ones. According to Pinto and Baracsi (2012), only the best ideas survive the so-called ‘valley of death,’ the financial period during which new start-ups begin activities to turn their ideas into marketable products or services.

The start-up stage is the most critical period for a company’s survival, as incidents, coincidences and decisions made during the early stages of growth have a definitive influence on a company’s productivity and success. Understanding the activities of new businesses is clearly an interesting field of academic study (Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda 2013). The early development of eHealth service start-ups has not been broadly studied. Therefore, this study highlights the critical incidents related to the development of eHealth service start-ups from the entrepreneurs’ viewpoints in the Nordic context. To meet the aim of this study, the authors ask the following research question: What are the critical incidents related to the early development of eHealth service start-ups?

The results of this study may be used effectively in new eHealth service businesses to predict managerial challenges during the early stages of growth. In addition, intermediary organisations, such as public advisory services, can utilise the results to improve their services.
Method

According to Neergaard and Ulhoi (2007), entrepreneurship research is context-specific, and it should be focused on entrepreneurs’ behaviours and the real problems with which they must cope. Qualitative methods are used when the aim is to make entrepreneurs’ stories visible and to understand enterprises in their natural context. Because each enterprise’s circumstances are unique, the type of incident, context, strategy and outcomes cannot be generalised directly to other businesses.

In this multiple-case study, 14 start-ups in Sweden and Finland are analysed. According to Yin (1988), a multiple-case study design has a distinct advantage compared to a single-case design, as evidence is considered more compelling and the study design is therefore regarded as more robust. The empirical data for this study are based on semi-structured thematic interviews among start-up entrepreneurs or managers. The cases were analysed using the Critical Incident Technique (CIT) (Flanagan 1954). Interviewees were asked to identify and describe the critical incidents, as well as the consequences of those critical incidents for the business. A critical incident is an extreme behaviour, either outstandingly effective or ineffective with respect to achieving the general aims of the activity (Fisher and Oulton 1999).

---

### Table 1 Main Characteristics of Case Companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Management and systems consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cloud service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Accessories for mobiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Online consultation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Online healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Communication system services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Mobile application-related wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Health data processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>On-line wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Product-related MedTech service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product-related MedTech online service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Software-based wellbeing services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-care user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Product-related wellbeing service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes** Column headings are as follows: (1) case, (2) country, (3) established, (4) number of people, (5) service description.
All the interviews were audio-recorded and fully transcribed. The analysis of the data was based on a careful and continuous re-reading of the interviews. The data analysis was crosschecked by at least two researchers to obtain reliability.

Sweden and Finland are selected as the context environments of this present study because of interesting aspects related to their eHealth service business. The Swedish healthcare system is considered a model for other countries (OECD 2013), and Sweden advanced considerably in enabling the latest digital technologies to enhance productivity and innovation (World Economic Forum 2014). Finland is known for its high technology and it is one of the leading countries in digital performance globally. The ranking of the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) evaluation shows Sweden and Finland are leading countries at the global stage. The top-three performing EU countries are Sweden, Denmark and Finland (European Commission 2016). In addition, both countries are considered among the most innovative countries in the world, with Sweden being ranked second and Finland fifth (Dutta, Lanvin, and Wunsch-Vincent 2016). Therefore, we are justified in taking a closer look at eHealth service start-ups in the Nordic – more precisely Swedish and Finnish context.

Results
Based on the interviews, many positive and negative incidents emerged from the data. This paper represents the recalled incidents related to development of eHealth companies. In this results section, the identified eight themes of positive and negative critical incidents were classified from the data, namely:

- Human resources
- Marketing
- Financial resources
- External relations
- Regulations
- Decision making
- Development and delivery of services
- External support

**Human Resources**

The positive incidents that emerged were often related to staff and successful recruitment. Great developers, the first successful recruitments and multi-professional expertise in core teams are fac-
tors highlighted in terms of the developing of start-ups. A committed, experienced and reliable staff is considered extremely vital – the team must work well together.

Those who work for us, they don’t have any specific working hours but they work like hell and they are not stressed because this is rewarding all the time.

Previous experience with entrepreneurship helps during the start-up stage. In addition, a staff with good references is important, particularly because previous references are expected to have in cooperation with the public sector.

References are always needed. Because some of us were well-known already before, so they know who we are, what this means and what we stand for.

Combinations of various competencies and a clear division of responsibilities between co-founders or between staff members were cited as positive incidents in many cases. A key positive critical incident seems to be that recruitment has been successful. In addition, in successful cases, much effort has been focused on increasing staff wellbeing. It could build a positive image as an employer, and this may affect the commitment of the staff.

On the other hand, negative incidents related to staff were revealed from the data. The personal relationships between owners and possible conflicts could be turning points of start-ups. In one case of a start-up, because of a conflict between founders, new arrangements regarding ownership were made. In effect, growth of this business was delayed. Recruitment problems are related to the inability to find competent and motivated employees for a start-up.

I would definitely say that in the start-up phase, we recruited people and started to collaborate with people that were not right for the company.

In terms of growth management, negative incidents could emerge because during the start-up phase, everyone is completing many tasks and it becomes challenging to measure the results of the work. The recruitment of competent employees may be difficult as a start-up if job seekers perceive the company as risky. The most qualified employees have higher expectations regarding salary, as well.

It is difficult for small companies to attract competent workers. It is difficult to pay them enough. We also have very bad option possibilities in Sweden.
Managers’ experiences related to marketing appear clearly from the data. Customers’ needs and willingness to accept new eHealth technology are crucial parts of success. From a manager’s perspective, a positive incident often occurs when a start-up gets its first paying customer in the early stage.

It was extremely good for us to have a real customer, so we didn’t just develop something off the top of our head or the way we imagined it.

According to one start-up manager, an early customer can provide a proof a concept, which makes it much easier to attract other investors. One of the most important issues is to get in contact with care units and to convince them of the new technology.

Our most significant thing was that we got our pilot product for use right there in a public health care organisation.

Customer feedback is considered an important factor for start-ups. Based on the feedback, services can been developed further.

We went courageously to seek feedback from customers and apply them on pilot customers.

In addition to positive incidents, negative incidents related to marketing were revealed from the interviews. Local healthcare authorities, such as county councils, play a strong role in deciding which medical products, technologies and services are provided to end consumers. A small start-up has significantly fewer resources with which to compete against large international corporations, although getting attention and being accepted is crucial for their development. The resistance to try new technologies is regarded as common in public healthcare. Even if new eHealth technologies are provided free for test use, their implementation is difficult. The interviewees have the perception that healthcare actors are afraid of new technologies and implementing new ways to offer services. Care units and personnel are highly focused on their daily tasks, and implementing a new technology is not common practice.

It is very symptomatic for the healthcare sector that you are very busy with your own thing and external things [...] The view of what a customer wants is forgotten.

In addition, incentives to develop and make services more effective are missing. Besides, the presence of constant surveillance and quality checking has been lacking in traditional healthcare. Success in public procurements and framework agreements with contracting
entities are essential to the survival of a newly established eHealth start-up.

The biggest challenges are these framework agreements and procurements. As a new company, we don’t have our own framework agreements and thus, we are dependent on other companies. We must work as consultants to them.

Previous references of successful contracts are a prerequisite for working with the public sector. Moreover, a lack of long-term procurement agreements leads to insecurity in hiring new employees. According to some eHealth start-up managers, doctors play a dominating role in decision-making within care units.

The newness of eHealth technology puts companies in a situation where they must take responsibility for educating both users and financiers. For instance, online shopping sets certain requirements for customers’ technological capabilities. Persistence to convince customers and to make a start-up succeed is needed from the entrepreneur.

We must educate both the consumers and society. Both. That’s what we have had trouble with.

Success in start-up competitions is a way to gain funding and visibility, as well as to create networks. According to one case company, networking can be more successful when somebody has heard of or read about you in the newspaper.

I think it’s very important to meet people and to have these different experiences and education.

In some cases, visibility through start-up competitions has opened doors. Success in a start-up, as well as invention competitions and media visibility, help to give a business a head start. In addition, media visibility of the start-up culture has been a positive contributor to businesses.

We had a lot of media attention in the beginning. We had a rocket start and since then we’ve had stable growth.

To meet with the units, talk with them [...] to ensure they know us, see us and hear us.

However, negative incidents related to awareness of eHealth business emerged from the interviews. A major challenge is that society is still unfamiliar with the sector. As a small start-up, it is difficult to compete against large companies in obtaining visibility. The public sector is unaware of the eHealth solutions small enterprises could provide.
Financial Resources

Financial resources are one of the main themes of eHealth start-ups. Typically, positive incidents related to funding are turning points of their growth.

I think it’s very difficult to get the first investor, and that had quite a big influence, I think, because it’s now much easier to get the second one.

Getting the first investor in the early stages helps to develop the technology further into forms that are more sophisticated. The psychological importance of private investors was also highlighted. Start-up entrepreneurs perceive it as encouraging having an investor who believes in their business. The role of the public sector as a funding actor (e.g. Vinnova, Tekes) was recognised as an important promoter of eHealth start-up businesses.

Public funding has played an important role, because commercial customers have come slower than planned, so public funding has saved us in the way.

On the other hand, managers’ experiences related to funding also emerged in a negative light. The lack of resources during the start-up stage is mentioned by nearly all cases. Therefore, external funding is required when challenges related to cash flow and revenues arise. However, external funding is not necessarily available. Banks and other potential financiers are unfamiliar with eHealth technology and they are unsure of how to tackle a new type of business.

In a country like Sweden, it is basically impossible to hire someone to be paid for or to get bank loan. Therefore, we have put our own time on this. Evenings and nights and weekends.

And the banks will not grant funding; nowadays the situation is so tight. So, it is very difficult to get anything from the banks, because these kinds of start-up companies do not have real guarantees.

Getting financing for new technology development is not necessarily easy. If other funding sources are not available, start-up owners may have to use their own savings.

We built the first platform to show up. We did it with our own wallet. We kept it very tight.

In addition, business development during the early stage is difficult because of the discontinuity and fragmentation of funding. The focus of start-up managers’ operations has been on seeking and applying funding more than on business development.
EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Start-ups consider cooperation and networking important elements for growth. In the healthcare sector, partnerships with bigger companies may open doors to close collaborations with practical care units. Moreover, cooperation with public sector actors is recognised as playing a key role in business in many cases. Start-up managers perceived cooperation with other companies in the same industry as a positive driver. Synergy is perceived positive, for example, in the business hubs of the health sector. Based on the interviews, positive incidents emerged when the interactions between different healthcare actors and the company were successful.

Dialogue with operators in the field is essential. We have indeed achieved trust among such greater partners, big players […] that they rely on a start-up company.

In addition, positive incidents arise when cooperation with research institutions is achieved. Obtaining research-based information about the effectiveness and benefits of a service or product is a prerequisite for action in the field of health services. The meaning of research-based credibility is central to the whole business.

REGULATIONS

The legal matters surrounding eHealth cause challenges. Because the sector is new, practices of the authorities lag behind. Many negative incidents related to regulations were revealed from the data. Start-ups consider legislation and quality standards strict for healthcare businesses. Furthermore, legislation regarding eHealth is to a large extent missing. On the other hand, the healthcare sector is strictly controlled by legislation, and technical requirements for innovations must be properly met. Ehealth technology differs from traditional technology, because it is alterable and includes new features that cannot be measured using old standards.

What we really had needed all the time is help with the legal matters related to eHealth, because this is new. You must find a right partner to work with and it is very expensive.

In addition, bureaucracy causes troubles for eHealth start-ups. Official processes take a long time. New eHealth solutions may be falsely categorised among other alternative products and technologies, some of which are even regarded as illegal or whose legal status is at least questionable. Information and guidelines concerning applicable certifications are insufficient. Furthermore, certification
requirements have been prepared for existing static products and services.

We have lost our efficiency to develop things quickly, partly because of these wait times and partly because of the lack of legislation for these kinds of products.

**DECISION MAKING**

In many cases, managers perceived companies’ internal practices having influenced positively start-up growth. Data revealed that positive incidents occur when decision-making and ownership are separated at a very early stage. Plans to grow and reach new markets have been an integral part of quickly growing start-ups.

We have concrete plans to get into new countries. This product will be completed and further developed.

A small co-founder team, wherein each team member has focused on different task areas based on their strengths and each member has clear shared responsibilities for his or her own sector, are seen as positive incidents during the early stages of a business. Moreover, the successful delegation of tasks, a clear mode of operation and shared ownership arrangements are perceived positively.

**DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY OF SERVICES**

Some interviewees had a positive experience with developing a minimum viable product for reasonably low costs.

It is quite simple to get started, to make the first minimum viable product.

Developing proper contracts with the subscriber is important. A new start-up is eager to get started, and sometimes agreement matters remain in the background until something unexpected and unwanted occurs. Based on the interviews, the general slowness of the development of a product-related service was identified as a negative incident. Operating in new industry takes much time. Moreover, production costs are considered high.

In Finland, when making an industrial product [related to service], the manufacturing cost is indeed quite staggering.

Because eHealth start-up services are typically linked to a technology product, the development stage takes time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Positive incidents</th>
<th>Negative incidents</th>
<th>Horizontal theme: Public sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
<td>Committed staff with experience and good references. The team works well.</td>
<td>Conflict between founders. Wrong recruitment decisions. Jobseekers perceive a start-up as a risky employer. Salary expectations exceed start-up’s budget. Changes in team. Because everyone is completing many tasks, it is challenging to measure the results of the work.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>The first paying customers. Customers’ needs and willingness to accept a new eHealth technology. Satisfied customers give positive feedback. Pilot users during product development. Visibility through media and competitions helps businesses get a head start. Persistence to convince customers and to make a start-up succeed.</td>
<td>Users and purchasers of eHealth technology need to be educated first. Resistance to try new technologies in public healthcare. Dominating role of doctors. Incentives to develop and make services more effective are missing. As a small start-up, it is difficult to compete against large companies in gaining visibility.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td>Financing in the early stages helps to develop the technology further. Having one investor makes getting another one easier. Business angels provide both financing and good advice. Both public and private funding are needed.</td>
<td>Lack of resources. Banks and other potential financiers unfamiliar with eHealth technology. Personal savings needed. Funding rounds take a long time. Fundraising takes resources from actual product development and marketing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public care units are important clients and test users. Success in public procurements and obtaining framework agreements. Public sector is unaware of the eHealth solution small enterprises could provide.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Incidents of Growth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External relations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Partnership with bigger companies.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Innovation cooperation with other start-ups.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Cooperation with healthcare organisations.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Visibility and contacts through start-up competitions.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Inadequate agreement practices lead to conflicts between partners.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Public sector care units important test environments.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Research partnerships with public organisations that increase credibility.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Public sector makes decisions on procurements: contacts and discussions important.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Not mentioned.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Legislation regarding eHealth is to a large extent missing.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Legislation and quality standards are strict for healthcare business.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Bureaucracy and authority processes are slow.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>New eHealth solutions may be falsely categorised.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Legislation and authority guidelines.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Technical requirements (patents, etc). Certification requirements have been prepared for existing static products and services.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision making</strong></td>
<td><strong>Decision-making and ownership separated.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Plans to grow and reach new markets.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Task and responsibility delegation.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Focus on core products and processes.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Proper agreement practices.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Lack of business skills.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Not applicable.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development and delivery of services</strong></td>
<td><strong>Developing skills.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Positive experience of developing a minimum viable product</strong></td>
<td><strong>Because eHealth start-up services are typically linked to a technology product, development takes time.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Not applicable.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External support</strong></td>
<td><strong>Experienced advisors with networks.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>External board supports decision-making.</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Access to experts and feedback through start-up competitions. Advisory board.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Focused on product development, not commercialisation.</strong></td>
<td><strong>The significance of public support, such as TEKES and Vinnova, is recognised.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Managers’ perceived positive incidents were often associated with external support. Cases utilised expert services to focus activities and build strategy. To develop strategy planning, the start-ups utilised, for example, an advisory board or incubators. To foster strategy development, a variety of experts and feedback through start-up competitions were utilised. Experienced advisors with networks in the industry are important for eHealth start-ups.

We have two or three advisors who have long experience in the med-tech industry and also medical industry.

I think this incubator is quite good too, because they have a large network and connections.

In some cases, negative incidents occur due to a lack of public support related to the commercialisation of services. Particularly in Finland, public funding is targeted more at product development than at commercialisation.

**Discussion**

With this study, we identified the themes of positive and negative critical incidents in the context of Nordic eHealth service start-ups. Start-ups consider themselves ahead of their time, and the industry is still narrow. Because eHealth start-up services are typically linked to a technology product, developing product-related services takes time. Even if the start-up already has early customers, the income level is not sufficient to ensure profitability. The start-up stage is financed mainly by investment funding, personal savings and public support.

Several recalled critical incidents are related to the public sector. Table 2 (pp. 126-127) provides a summary of the categorised critical incidents. The public sector plays an essential role in the healthcare industry, both in positive and negative terms. However, the role of public actors is strongly connected to whether they are customers of the start-up. In Nordic countries, a major portion of the healthcare business is produced via public procurement. However, start-ups perceived themselves as having difficulties in setting up public contracts. In calls for tender, contracting entities require references and capacities that start-up businesses do not usually have yet. To highlight the importance of the public sector, it is presented as a horizontal theme across the categories related to critical incidents in table 2. The categories formed include human resources, marketing,
financial resources, external relations, regulations, decision-making, development and delivery of services and external support.

The main themes identified in this study seem to be in accordance with the main themes derived from the stages of growth theories about the start-up stage of a service-based firm (See Muhos et al. 2017). The similar themes include human resources, marketing, financial resources, decision-making, development, and delivery of services. However, in this context, one theme was identified: the regulations. In the context of eHealth business, the business environment is heavily regulated, and it is important for eHealth start-ups to cope with the challenges and opportunities of this environment.

The research focus of this study is limited to the context studied. The findings of the study cannot be directly generalised to other countries or business contexts and they depend on the time of data collection. Implementing this analysis in other business contexts would make an interesting study.
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